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El Lissitzky. Photomontageforcatalogueaccompanying
Soviet Pavilion at Pressa Exhibition, Cologne. 1928.

From Faktura to Factography

BENJAMIN

H. D. BUCHLOH

As the first director of the Museum of Modern Art, Alfred Barr largely
determined the goals and policy of the institution that was to define the framework of production and reception for the American neo-avant-garde. In 1927,
just prior to the founding of the museum, Barr traveled to the Soviet Union.
This was to have been a survey journey, like the one he had just completed in
Weimar Germany, to explore current avant-garde production by artists working in the new revolutionary society. What he found there, however, was a
situation of seemingly unmanageable conflict.
On the one hand, he witnessed the extraordinary productivity of the original modernist avant-garde (extraordinary in terms of the number of its participants, both men and women, and in terms of the variety of modes of production: ranging from Malevich's late suprematist work through the Laboratory
Period of the constructivists, to the Lef Group and the emerging productivist
program, as well as agitprop theater and avant-garde films screened for mass
audiences). On the other hand, there was the general awareness among artists
and cultural theoreticians that they were participating in a final transformation
of the modernist vanguard aesthetic, as they irrevocably changed those conditions of art production and reception inherited from bourgeois society and its
institutions. Then, too, there was the growing fear that the process of that successful transformation might be aborted by the emergence of totalitarian repression from within the very system that had generated the foundation for a
new socialist collective culture. And last of all, there was Barr's own professional
disposition to search for the most advanced, modernist avant-garde at precisely
the moment when that social group was about to dismantle itself and its specialized activities in order to assume a different role in the newly defined process of
the social production of culture.
These conflicting elements are clearly reflected in the diary that Barr kept
during his visit to the Soviet Union:
. . went to see Rodchenko and his talented wife. . . . Rodchenko
showed us an appalling variety of things - suprematist paintings
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(preceded by the earliest geometrical things I have seen, 1915, done
linoleum cuts, posters, book designs,
with compass)-woodcuts,
photographs, kino set, etc. etc. He has done no painting since 1922,
devoting himself to the photographic arts of which he is a master....
excellent evening, but I must find some
We left after 11 p.m.-an
painters if possible.1
But Barr was no more fortunate in his search for painting during his visit
with El Lissitzky: "He showed also books and photographs, many of them quite
ingenious. ... I asked whether he painted. He replied that he painted only
when he had nothing else to do, and as that was never, never."2
And, finally, in his encounter with Sergei Tretyakov, it became clear that
there was a historical reason for the frustration of Barr's expectations. For
Tretyakov enunciated the position these artists had adopted in the course of
transforming their aesthetic thinking in relation to the emerging industrialization of the Soviet Union: the program of productivism and the new method of
literary representation/production that accompanied it, factography."Tretyakov,"
Barr's diary tells us, "seemed to have lost all interest in everything that did not
conform to his objective, descriptive, self-styled journalistic ideal of art. He had
no interest in painting since it had become abstract. He no longer writes poetry
but confines himself to reporting."3
This paradigm-change within modernism, which Barr witnessed from the
first
hour, did not make a strong enough impression on him to affect his
very
future project. He continued in his plan to lay the foundations of an avantgarde art in the United States according to the model that had been developed
in the first two decades of this century in western Europe (primarily in Paris).
And it was this perseverance, as much as anything else, that prevented, until
the late '60s, the program of productivism and the methods of factographic production from entering the general consciousness of American and European
audiences.
In 1936, when Barr's experiences in the Soviet Union were incorporated
in the extraordinary exhibition Cubismand AbstractArt, his encounter with productivism was all but undocumented. This is particularly astonishing since
Barr seems to have undergone a conversion towards the end of his journey, one
which is not recorded in his diary, but which he publicly expressed upon his
return in "The Lef and Soviet Art," his essay for Transitionpublished in the fall
of 1928. Surpr/isingly, we read in this article, illustrated with two photographs of
Lissitzky's exhibition design for the 1928 Pressa exhibition in Cologne, the following, rather perspicacious appraisal of the ideas and goals of the Lef Group:
1.
2.
3.

Alfred Barr, "Russian Diary 1927-1928," October,no. 7 (Winter 1978), p. 21.
Ibid., p. 19.
Ibid., p. 14.
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The Lef is more than a symptom, more than an expression of a fresh
culture or of post-revolutionary man; it is a courageous attempt to
give to art an important social function in a world where from one
point of view it has been prostituted for five centuries. The Lef is
formed by men who are idealists of Materialism; who have a certain
advantage over the Alexandrian cults of the West--the surrealiste
wizards, the esoteric word jugglers and those nostalgics who practice
necromancy over the bones variously of Montezuma, Louis Philippe
or St. Thomas Aquinas. The Lef is strong in the illusion that man
can live by bread alone.4
But western European and American interests in the modernist avantgarde refused to confront the implications seen so clearly by Barr. Instead, what
happened at that moment, in the process of reception, was what had been described in 1926 by Boris Arvatov, who along with Alexei Gan, Sergei Tretyakov,
and Nikolai Tarabukin made up the group of productivist theoreticians. Arvatov
wrote about the painters who refused to join the productivists, "Those on the
Right gave up their positions without resistance .... Either they stopped painting altogether or they emigrated to the Western countries, in order to astonish
Europe with home-made Russian Cezannes or with patriotic-folkloristic paintings of little roosters."5
It is against this background that I want to pursue the following questions:
Why did the Soviet avant-garde, after having evolved a modernist practice to
its most radical stages in the postsynthetic cubist work of the suprematists,
constructivists, and Laboratory Period artists, apparently abandon the paradigm of modernism upon which its practice had been based? What paradigmatic changes occurred at that time, and which paradigm formation replaced
the previous one?
For the sake of detail and specificity I will limit myself in what follows to a
discussion of only some aspects of the respective paradigms that generated the
crucial concern forfaktura in the first period, and that madefactography the primary method in the second period of Russian avant-garde practice.
Fakturawas first defined in the Russian context in David Burliuk's futurist manifesto, "A Slap in the Face of Public Taste," of 1912, and in Mikhail
Larionov's "Rayonnist Manifesto" of the same year. In the works of Malevich
from 1913-1919faktura was a major pictorial concern, as it was at that time for
painters such as Lissitzky, Popova, and Rozanova, who had their origins in
synthetic cubism and who had been profoundly influenced by Malevich's suprematism. Further, it remained the central concept in the nonutilitarian ob4.

Alfred Barr, "The Lef and Soviet Art," Transition,no. 14 (Fall 1928), pp. 267-270.

5.
Boris Arvatov, Kunst und Produktion,Munich, Hanser Verlag, 1978, p. 43. All translations
from the German, unless otherwise noted, are my own.
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jects produced by Rodchenko, Tatlin, and the Stenberg brothers, sometimes
referred to as the Laboratory constructivists. During an extremely hectic period
of approximately seven years (from 1913-1920) the essential qualities offaktura
were acquired step by step and developed further by the individual members of
that avant-garde.
By 1920 it seemed to them that they had brought to their logical conclusion all the major issues that had been developed during the preceding fifty
years of modernist painting. Therefore the central concern for a self-reflexive
pictorial and sculptural production was abandoned after 1920-gradually at
first, then abruptly-to be replaced by the new concern for factographic and
productivist practices that are indicative of a more profound paradigmatic
change.
Faktura
Attempts are being made in the recent literature to construct a genealogy
for the Russian vanguard's concern forfaktura, claiming that it originates in
Russian icon painting. Vladimir Markov's 1914 text "Icon Painting"-after
Burliuk and Larionov the third to address faktura explicitly-had
established
this specifically Russian source, arguing that "through the resonance of the colors, the sound of the materials, the assemblage of textures (faktura) we call the
people to beauty, to religion, to God .... The real world is introduced into the
icon's creation only through the assemblage and incrustation of real tangible
objects and this seems to produce a combat between two worlds, the inner and
the outer ... "6
6.
Yve-Alain Bois, in his essay "Malevich, le carre, le degre zero" (Macula, no. 1 [1976],
pp. 28-49), gives an excellent survey of the original discussion of the question offaktura among
the various factions of the Russian avant-garde. More recently Margit Rowell has added references such as Markov's text, quoted here, that had not been mentioned by Bois. In any case, as
Bois has argued, it is pointless to attempt a chronology since the many references to the phenomenon appear simultaneously and often independently of one another.
As early as 1912 the question offaktura is discussed by Mikhail Larionov in his "Rayonnist
Manifesto," where he calls it "the essence of painting," arguing that the "combination of colors,
their density, their interaction, their depth, and theirfaktura would interest the truly concerned to
the highest degree." A year later, in his manifesto "Luchism" he argues that "every painting consists of a colored surface, itsfaktura (that is, the condition of that colored surface, its timbre) and
the sensation that you receive from these two aspects." Also in 1912 we find David Burliuk differentiating between "a unified pictorial surface A and a differentiated pictorial surface B. The structure of a pictorial surface can be I. Granular,II. Fibrous, and III. Lamellar. I have carefully scrutinized Monet's Rouen Cathedraland I thought 'fibrous vertical structure.' . . . One can say that
Cezanne is typically lamellar." Burliuk's text is entitled "Faktura." Bois also quotes numerous
references to the phenomenon offaktura in the writings of Malevich, for example, where he calls
Cezanne the inventor of a "new faktura of the pictorial surface," or when he juxtaposes the linear
with the texturalin painting. The concern forfaktura seems still to have been central in 1919, as is
evident from Popova's statement that "the content of pictorial surfaces is faktura." Even writers
who were not predominantly concerned with visual and plastic phenomena were engaged in a
discussion offaktura, as is the case of Roman Jakobson in his essay "Futurism," identifying it as
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But the specifically Russian qualities offaktura are nonetheless challenged
other
details of this production. For the religio-transcendental function asby
signed by Markov to the termfaktura is just too close to the essential pursuit of
collage aesthetics as defined in 1914 by, for example, Georges Braque. Braque
argued, "That was the great adventure: color and shape operated simultaneously,
but they were completely independent of each other." Similarly, Tatlin's request
in 1913 that "the eye should be put under the control of touch" is too close to
Duchamp's famous statement that he wanted to abolish the supremacy of the
retinal principle in art. And, in the contemporaneous discussions of the term,
any references to specifically Russian or religious functions are too rapidly
jettisoned to maintain the credibility of Markov's argument. Already in 1916
Tarabukin wrote a definition offaktura that would essentially remain valid for
the entire period of Laboratory constructivism to follow. "The form of a work of
art," he declared, "derives from two fundamental premises: the materialor medium (colors, sounds, words) and the construction,through which the material is
organized in a coherent whole, acquiring its artistic logic and its profound
meaning."7
What qualifies the concern forfaktura as a paradigmatic feature (differentiating it at the same time from previous concerns for facture in the works of the
cubists and futurists in western Europe) is the quasi-scientific, systematic manner in which the constructivists now pursued their investigation of pictorial and
sculptural constructs, as well as the perceptual interaction with the viewer they
generate. The equation between colors, sounds, and words established by
Tarabukin was no longer the neoromantic call for synaesthesiathat one could
still hear at this time from Kandinsky and Kupka. Running parallel with the
formation of structural linguistics in the Moscow Linguistic Circle and the
Opoyaz Group in Petersburg in 1915 and 1916 respectively, the constructivists
developed the first systematic phenomenological grammar of painting and
one of the many strategies of the new poets and painters who were concerned with the "unveiling
of the procedure: therefore the increased concern forfaktura; it no longer needs any justification,
it becomes autonomous, it requires new methods of formation and new materials."
Quite unlike the traditional idea offattura orfacture in painting, where the masterful facture
of a painter's hand spiritualizes the meremateriality of the pictorial production, and where the
hand becomes at the same time the substitute or the totalization of the identifying signature (as
the guarantee of authenticity, it justifies the painting's exchange value and maintains its commodity existence), the new concern forfaktura in the Soviet avant-garde emphasizes precisely the
mechanical quality, the materiality, and the anonimity of the painterly procedure from a perspective of empirico-critical positivism. It demystifies and devalidates not only the claims for the
authenticity of the spiritual and the transcendental in the painterly execution but, as well, the
authenticity of the exchange value of the work of art that is bestowed on it by the first.
For the discussion of the Markov statement and a generally important essay on the phenomenon of faktura, see also Margit Rowell, "Vladimir Tatlin: Form/Faktura," October,no. 7
(Winter 1978), pp. 94ff.
7.
Nikolai Tarabukin, Le derniertableau, Paris, Editions Le Champ Libre, 1972, p. 102, cited
in Rowell, p. 91.

AlexanderRodchenko.Oval Hanging Construction

(Surfaces Reflecting Light). 1921.

sculpture. They attempted to define the separate material and procedural qualities by which such constructs are constituted with the same analytic accuracy
used to analyze the interrelationships
of their various functions -what Saussure
would call the syntagmatic axis-which are equally relevant for the constitution of a perceptual phenomenon. Furthermore, they addressed the apparatus
of visual sign production, that is, production procedures as well as the tools of
these procedures. It was precisely the systematic nature of this investigation that
led Barr in 1927 to see "an appalling variety of things" in Rodchenko's work.
When, in 1920-21, Rodchenko arrived more or less simultaneously at his
sculptural series Hanging Construction(a series subtitled SurfacesReflectingLight)
and at the triptych Pure Colors:Red, Yellow, Blue, he had developed to its logical
conclusion that separation of color and line and that integration of shape and
plane that the cubists had initiated with such excitement. With some justification he declared, "This is the end of painting. These are the primary colors.
Every plane is a plane and there will be no more representation."8
8.
Alexander Rodchenko, "Workingwith Maiakovsky,"manuscript 1939, published in excerpts in FromPaintingto Design, exhibition catalogue, Cologne, Galerie Gmurzynska, 1981,
pp. 190-191.
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Even at this point in Rodchenko's development faktura already meant
more than a rigorous and programmatic separation of line and drawing from
painting and color, more than the congruence of planes with their actual support surface, more than emphasizing the necessary self-referentiality of pictorial
signifiers and their contiguity with all other syntagmatic functions. It already
meant, as well, more than just the object's shift from virtual pictorial/sculptural
space into actual space. We should not take the reference to SurfacesReflecting
Light as anything less than an indication of the potential involvement of these
artists with materials and objects in actual space and the social processes that
occur within it.
Faktura also meant at this point, and not for Rodchenko alone, incorporating the technical means of construction into the work itself and linking them
with existing standards of the development of the means of production in society at large. At first this happened on the seemingly banal level of the tools and
materials that the painter employs- shifts that still caused considerable shock
thirty years later with regard to Pollock's work. In 1917 Rodchenko explained
his reasons for abandoning the traditional tools of painting and his sense of the
need to mechanize its craft:
Thenceforth the picture ceased being a picture and became a painting or an object. The brush gave way to new instruments with which
it was convenient and easy and more expedient to work the surface.
The brush which had been so indispensable in painting which transmitted the object and its subtleties became an inadequate and imprecise instrument in the new non-objective painting and the press, the
roller, the drawing pen, the compass replaced it.9
The very same conviction about laboratory technology is concretized in
Rodchenko's systematic experimentation with pictorial surfaces as tracesor immediate results of specific procedures and materials: metallic and reflective
paint are juxtaposed with matte gouaches; varnishes and oil colors are combined with highly textured surfaces.
It is this techno-logic of Rodchenko's experimental approach that seems to
have prevented aesthetic comprehension for even longer than did Duchamp's
most advanced work of 1913, such as his ThreeStandardStoppagesor his readymades. With its emphasis on the material congruence of the sign with its signifying practice, on the causal relationship between the sign and its referent, and
its focus on the indexicalstatus of the sign, Rodchenko's work has defied a secondary level of meaning/reading. 1
9;
AlexanderRodchenko,exhibitionpamphletat the exhibitionof the LeftistFederationin
Moscow, 1917, cited in GermanKarginov,Rodchenko,
London,Thamesand Hudson, 1975,
p. 64.
10. The terminological
distinctionis of coursethatof C. S. Peirceas RosalindKrausshas first
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Further, this emphasis on the processqualities of painting was linked to a
serially organized configuration, a structure that resulted as much from the
commitment to systematic investigation as from the aspiration toward science
with which artists wanted to associate their production. It is this nexus of relationships that tied these essential features of the modernist paradigm eventually
to the socially dominant modes of control and management of time and perceptual experience in the Soviet Union's rapidly accelerating process of industrialization.
Fakturais therefore the historically logical aesthetic correlative to the introduction of industrialization and social engineering that was imminent in the
Soviet Union after the revolution of 1917. For that reason faktura also became
the necessary intermediary step within the transformation of the modernist
paradigm as we witness it around 1920. When in 1921 A. V. Babichev, the
leader of the Working Group for Objective Analysis (of which Rodchenko and
Stepanova were members), gives a definition of art production, his statement is
strikingly close to ideas of Taylorism, social engineering, and organized consumption, as they became operative at that time in both western European and
American society. "Art,"he wrote, "is an informed analysis of the concrete tasks
which social life poses. . . . If art becomes public property it will organize the
consciousness and psyche of the masses by organizing objects and ideas.""
Finally, the notion offaktura already implied a reference to the placementof
the constructivist object and its interaction with the spectator. To emphasize
spatial and perceptual contiguity by mirror reflection -as hinted in Rodchenko's
project for constructions whose reflective surfaces would mirror their surroundonce again, to reduce the process of representation to purely
ings-means,
indexicalsigns: 2 matter seemingly generates its own representation without mediation (the old positivist's dream, as it was, of course, that of the early photographers). Contiguity is also incorporated in the kineticpotential of Rodchenko's
Hanging Constructions,since their movement by air currents or touch literally involves the viewer in an endless phenomenological loop made of his or her own
movements in the time/space continuum.
In the discussions of the Group for Objective Analysis from 1921, construction was defined as the organization of the kinetic life of objects and materials
which would create new movement. As such it had been juxtaposed with the
traditional notion of composition,as Varvara Stepanova defines it:
Composition is the contemplative approach of the artist in his work.
Technique and industry have confronted art with the problem of
applied it to Duchamp's work in her essay "Notes on the Index," October,nos. 3 and 4 (Summer
and Fall 1977).
11.
A. V. Babichev, cited in Hubertus Gassner, "Analytical Sequences," in AlexanderRodchenko,
ed. David Elliott, Oxford, Museum of Modern Art, 1979, p. 110.
12.
Krauss, "Notes," passim.
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construction as an active process, and not a contemplative reflection.
The "sanctity" of a work as a single entity is destroyed. The museum
which was a treasury of this entity is now transformed into an
archive.13

If these lines sound familiar today it is not because Stepanova's text had
considerable impact on the thinking and practice of her peers, but rather because, more than ten years later, precisely the same historical phenomenon is
described and analyzed in a text that is by now rightfully considered one of
the most important contributions to twentieth-century aesthetic theory. I am
speaking, of course, of Walter Benjamin's 1935 essay "The Work of Art in the
Age of Mechanical Reproduction," and the following excerpt might be compared with Stepanova's 1921 statement:
What they [the dadaists] intended and achieved was a relentless destruction of the aura of their creations, which they branded as reproductions with the very means of production. ... In the decline of
middle-class society, contemplation became a school for asocial behavior; it was countered by distraction as a variant of social conduct.
. . . [Dada] hit the spectator like a bullet, it happened to him, thus
acquiring a tactile quality. . . . (Thus the dada work restores the
quality of tactility to the art of the present day, a quality which is important to the art of all periods in their stages of transformation.)14
The historical observations by Stepanova and their subsequent theorization by Benjamin have another correlative in the work of Lissitzky from the
period 1925-27. Already in 1923 in his Prounenraumfor the Grosse Berliner
Kunstausstellung, Lissitzky had transformed tactility and perceptual move- into a full-scale archiment-still latent in Rodchenko's Hanging Construction
tectural relief construction. For the first time, Lissitzky's earlier claim for his
Proun-Paintings, to operate as transfer stations from art to architecture, had
been fulfilled.
It was, however, not until 1926, when he designed and installed in Dresden
and Hannover what he called his DemonstrationRooms- room-sized cabinets for
the display and installation of the nonrepresentational art of his time - that one
finds Stepanova's analysis fully confirmed in Lissitzky's practice. The vertical
lattice relief-construction that covers the display surfaces of the cabinet and
that changes value from white, through gray, to black according to the viewer's
13.
Varvara Stepanova, quoted in Camilla Grey, The Russian Experiment,New York, Thames
and Hudson, 1971, pp. 250-251.
14.
Walter Benjamin, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction," in Illuminations, trans. Harry Zohn, New York, Schocken Books, 1969, p. 238. The last sentence of this
quotation, set into parenthesis, is taken from the second version of Benjamin's essay (my translation).
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El Lissitzky. Cabinet of Abstract Art. HannoverschesLandesmuseum,Hannover. 1926. Installation
view shows aluminum relief walls and cornercabinetwith movablepanel. Workson display by Lissitzky,
Schlemmer,and Marcoussis.

position clearly engages the viewer in a phenomenological exercise that defies
traditional contemplative behavior in front of the work of art. And the moveable wall panels, carrying or covering easel panels on display, to be shifted by
the viewers themselves according to their momentary needs and interests, already incorporate into the display system of the museum the function of the
archive that Stepanova predicted as its social destiny. In the late '20s Lissitzky
wrote a retrospective analysis of his DemonstrationRooms, and once again it is
crucial to compare his ideas with those of both Stepanova and Benjamin in
order to realize how developed and current these concerns actually were in the
various contexts:
. . traditionally the viewer was lulled into passivity by the paintings
on the walls. Our construction/design shall make the man active. This
is the function of our room. .. . With each movement

of the viewer

in space the perception of the wall changes; what was white becomes
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El Lissitzky. Floating Volume. 1919. Installed in El Lissitzky's Cabinet of Abstract Art. The two
views indicatechangefrom white to black dependingon viewer'sposition.

black, and vice versa. Thus, as a result of human bodily motion, a
perceptual dynamic is achieved. This play makes the viewer active.
. . . The viewer is physically engaged in an interaction with the object on display.15
The paradox and historical irony of Lissitzky's work was, of course, that it
had introduced a revolution of the perceptual apparatus into an otherwise
totally unchanged social institution, one that constantly reaffirms both the contemplative behavior and the sanctity of historically rooted works of art.
This paradox complemented the contradiction that had become apparent
several years earlier when Lissitzky had placed a suprematist painting, enlarged
15. El Lissitzky, "Demonstrationsriume," in El Lissitzky, ed. Sophie Lissitzky-Kiippers,
Dresden, VEB-Verlag der Kunst, 1967, p. 362.
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to the size of an agitational billboard, in front of a factory entrance in Vitebsk.
This utopian radicalism in the formal sphere-what the conservative Soviet
critics later would pejoratively allude to as formalism - in its failure to communicate with and address the new audiences of industrialized urban society in
the Soviet Union, became increasingly problematic in the eyes of the very
groups that had developed constructivist strategies to expand the framework of
modernism. It had become clear that the new society following the socialist
revolution (in many respects a social organization that was comparable to the
advanced industrial nations of western Europe and the United States at that
time) required systems of representation/production/distribution which would
recognize the collective participation in the actual processes of production of
social wealth, systems which, like architecture in the past or cinema in the
present, had established conditions of simultaneouscollectivereception.In order to
make art "an informed analysis of the concrete tasks which social life poses," as
Babichev had requested, and in order to "fill the gulf between art and the masses
that the bourgeois traditions had established," as Meyerhold had called for, entirely new forms of audience address and distribution had to be considered. But
around 1920 even the most advanced works among the nonutilitarian objectconstructions -by Rodchenko, the Stenberg brothers, Tatlin, and Medunetsky
-did not depart much further from the modernist framework of bourgeois aesthetics than the point of establishing models of epistemological and semiotic critique. No matter how radical, these were at best no more than a negation of the
perceptual conventions by which art had previously been produced and received.
With sufficient historical distance it becomes clearer that this fundamental
crisis within the modernist paradigm was not only a crisis of representation
(one that had reached its penultimate status of self-reflexive verification and
epistemological critique). It was also, importantly, a crisis of audience relationships, a moment in which the historical institutionalization of the avant-garde
had reached its peak of credibility, from which legitimation was only to be obtained by a redefinition of its relationship with the new urban masses and their
cultural demands. The Western avant-garde experienced the same crisis with
the same intensity. It generally responded with entrenchment in traditional
models - the "Rappel a l'ordre"- and the subsequent alignment of many of its
artists with the aesthetic needs of the fascists in Italy and Germany. Or, other
factions of the Paris avant-garde responded to the same crisis with an increased
affirmation of the unique status of a high-art avant-garde, trying to resolve the
contradictions of their practice by reaffirming blatantly obsolete conventions of
pictorial representation. In the early '20s the Soviet avant-garde (as well as
some members of the de Stijl group, the Bauhaus, and Berlin dada) developed
different strategies to transcend the historical limitations of modernism. They
recognized that the crisis of representation could not be resolved without at the
same time addressing questions of distribution and audience. Architecture,
utilitarian product design, and photographic factography were some of the
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practices that the Soviet avant-garde considered capable of establishing these
new modes of simultaneous collective reception. 6 Arvatov gives a vivid account
of the gradual transition from the modernist position in the Russian avant-garde
to the factographic and utilitarian aesthetic:
The first to retire were the expressionists, headed by Kandinsky,
who could not endure extremist pressure. Then the suprematists,
headed by Malevich, protested against the murder of the sanctity of
art, since they were convinced of the complete self-sufficiency of art.
They could not comprehend any other form of art production but
that of the easel. ... In 1921 the Institute for Artistic Culture, which
had once united all the Left artists, broke up. Shortly thereafter the
Institute started to work under the banner of productivism. After a
long process of selection, after an obstinate fight, the group of nonrepresentational constructivists crystallized within the group of the
Left (Tatlin, Rodchenko, and the Obmochu-Group), who based
their practice on the investigation and treatment of real materials as
a transition to the constructive activity of the engineer. During one
of the most important meetings of the Inchuk a resolution was passed
unanimously to finish off with the self-sufficient constructions and to
take all measures necessary in order to engage immediately with the
industrial revolution.17
Photomontage:BetweenFakturaand Factography
The relatively late discovery of photocollage and montage techniques
seems to have functioned as a transitional phase, operating between the fully
developed modernist critique of the conventions of representation, which one
sees in constructivism, and an emerging awareness of the new need to construct iconic representations for a new mass audience. Neither Lissitzky nor
Rodchenko produced any photocollage work before 1922; and only as late as
1919-when these artists had already pushed other aspects of postcubist pictorial and sculptural problems further than anyone else in Europe (except, of
course, for Duchamp)- did the collage technique proper enter their work at all.
It seems credible that in fact Gustav Klucis, a disciple of Malevich and a collaborator with Lissitzky, was the first artist to transcend the purity of suprematist painting by introducing iconic photographic fragments into his suprematist

16.
The problem of the creation of conditions of simultaneous collective reception is dealt with
in an essay by Wolfgang Kemp, "Quantitat und Qualitat: Formbestimmtheit und Format der
Fotografie," Foto-Essays zur Geschichteund Theorieder Fotografie, Munich, Schirmer/Mosel, 1978,
pp. 1Off.
17.
Arvatov, Kunst, p. 43.
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work in 1919, the very date that Heartfield and Grosz, Hausmann and H6ch
have claimed as the moment of their invention of photomontage.
Since by 1919 photomontage was widespread and commonly used in both
advertising and commercial photography, the question of who actually introduced the technique into the transformation of the modernist paradigm is unimportant. 18 What is far more crucial is in what way the artists (who might very
well have simultaneously "discovered" the technique for their own purposes
quite independently of one another) related to the inherent potential and consequences of the reintroduction of (photographic) iconic imagery at precisely the
moment when mimetic representation had seemingly been dismantled and
definitively abandoned.
Announcing his claims to priority, Klucis also underlines the essential difference between the Soviet type of photomontage and that of the Berlin dadaists
when he writes in 1931:
There are two general tendencies in the development of photomontage: one comes from American publicity and is exploited by the
18. The two essays that trace the history of photomontage in the context of the history of photography and the history of emerging advertising technology are Robert Sobieszek, "Composite
Imagery and the Origins of Photomontage,"Part I and II, Artforum,September/October 1978,
pp. 58-65, and pp. 40-45. Much more specificallyaddressingthe origins of photomontagein advertising techniques is Sally Stein's important essay, "The Composite PhotographicImage and
the Composition of Consumer Ideology,"ArtJournal,Spring 1981, pp. 39-45.
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GustavKlucis.The Dynamic City. 1919.
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Dadaists and Expressionists- the so called photomontage of form;
the second tendency, that of militant and political photomontage,
was created on the soil of the Soviet Union. Photomontage appeared
in the USSR under the banner of LEF when non-objective art was
already finished. . . . Photomontage as a new method of art dates
from 1919 to 1920.19
The hybrids that Klucis, Lissitzky, and Rodchenko created with their first
attempts at collage and photomontage reveal the difficulty of the paradigmatic
transformation that is inherent in that procedure, and the concomitant search,
in the period 1919-23, for a solution to the crisis of representation. But beyond
this, they suggest where the answer to these questions would have to be found,
and they define the qualities and functions which the new procedures that legitimize iconic representation would have to offer. At the same time, it would
seem that these artists did not want, on the one hand, to sacrifice any of the
supreme modernist virtues they had achieved in their pictorial and sculptural
19. Gustav Klucis, Prefaceto the exhibition catalogue Fotomontage,
Berlin, 1931, cited in Dawn
London/New York, Pantheon, 1976, p. 15.
Ades, Photomontage,
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work: the transparency of construction procedures; the self-referentiality of the
pictorial signifying devices; the reflexive spatial organization; and the general
emphasis on the tactility, that is, the constructed nature of their representations. But, on the other hand, photocollage and photomontage reintroduced
into the aesthetic construct- at a moment when its modernist self-reflexivity
and purification had semiotically reduced all formal and material operations to
sources for a new iconicityof representation,
purely indexical signs-unlimited
one that was mechanically produced and reproduced, and therefore - to a generation of media utopians--the most reliable. Looking at the photomontage
work of 1923, such as Rodchenko's series Pro Eto, or Hausmann's work, one
might well wonder whether the exuberance, willfulness, and quantity of the
photographic quotations and their juxtapositions were not in part motivated by
their authors' relief at having finally broken the modernist ban on iconic representation. This, in extreme contrast to the Parisian vanguard's collage work, in
which iconic representation ultimately reappeared, but which never made use
of photographic or mechanically reproduced iconic images.
But the rediscovery of a need to construct iconic representations did not,
of course, result primarily from the need to overcome the strictures of modernism. Rather it was a necessary strategy to implement the transformation of
audiences that the artists of the Soviet avant-garde wanted to achieve at that
time. "Photomontage," an anonymous text (attributed by some scholars to
Rodchenko) published in Lef in 1924, not only traces the historic affiliation of
photomontage's conglomerate image with the strategies of advertising, juxtaposing photomontage's technique and its iconic dimension with the traditional
techniques of modernist representation, but also introduces the necessity of
documentaryrepresentation in order to reach the new mass audience:
By photomontage we understand the usage of the photographic
prints as tools of representation. The combination of photographs
replaces the composition of graphic representations. The reason for
this substitution resides in the fact that the photographic print is not
the sketch of a visual fact, but its precise fixation. The precision and
the documentary character give photography an impact on the spectator that the graphic representation can never claim to achieve ....
An advertisement with a photograph of the object that is being advertised is more efficient than a drawing of the same subject.20
Unlike the Berlin dadaists who claimed to have invented photomontage,
the author of this Lef text does not disavow the technique's intrinsic affiliation
(and competitive engagement) with the dominant practices of advertising.

20.
Anonymous, Lef, no. 4 (1924), reprinted in Art et Poesie Russes, Paris, Musee national d'art
moderne, 1979, pp. 221ff (my translation).
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Quite the contrary, the author seems to invite that competition by defining
photomontage from the start as an agitational tool that addresses the Soviet
Union's urban masses. It is with this aspect in mind that the practitioners of
photomontage could not accept the confinement of the medium to the forms of
distribution they had inherited from collage: forms limited by the single, rectangular sheet of paper, its format, scale, and size of edition entirely determined
by the most traditional studio notions of unique, auratic works of art.
While (with the exception of the work of John Heartfield) most western
European photomontage remains on the level of the unique, fabricated image
-paradoxically folding into the singularity of this object fragments of a multitude of technically reproduced photographic images from mass-cultural sources
-the strategies of the Soviet avant-garde seem rather rapidly to have shifted
away from a reenactment of that historical paradox. The productivist artists
realized that in order to address a new audience not only did the techniques of
production have to be changed, but the forms of distribution and institutions of
dissemination and reception had to be transformed as well. The photomontage
technique, as an artistic procedure that supposedly carries transformative potential qua procedure, as the Berlin dadaists seem to have believed, therefore,
in the work of Rodchenko and Lissitzky, becomes integrated as only oneamong
several techniques-- typography, advertising, propaganda- that attempted to
redefine the representational systems of the new society.

Kurt Schwitters.Untitled (Der Sturm). 1919.

El Lissitzky. Photomontageforcatalogueaccompanying
Soviet Pavilion at Pressa Exhibition, Cologne. 1928.
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From Modernismto Mass Culture
In 1926 Lissitzky developed a theory of contemporary art production that
not only associated aesthetic practice with the needs of audience and patron
class as prime determinants of the forms that production would assume, but
also linked standards of modernist practice to distribution developments occurring in other communications media: books, graphic design, film. Although his
beliefs were buoyed by the same naive optimism towards the enlightening power
of technology and the media that would ten years later limit the ultimate relevance of Walter Benjamin's essay, Lissitzky's is not a mere "machine aesthetic."
Rather, it is an attempt to establish an operative aesthetic framework that
could focus attention simultaneously on the existing needs of mass audiences
and on the available techniques and standards of the means of artistic production. Like Benjamin in his later essay, Lissitzky considers aesthetic forms and
their procedures of production in the light of history rather than in terms of
universal categories. Yet unlike Benjamin, he perceives the ensuing transformations as a product of needs and functions rather than as a result of technological changes. The text is important for the clarification of Lissitzky's motivation in the following years, as he decided to abandon almost all traditional
forms of graphic and photographic, let alone painterly or sculptural, production, and to concentrate exclusively on those practices that establish the new
"monumentality"- the conditions of simultaneous collective reception:
It is shortsighted to suppose that machines, i.e., the displacement of
manual by mechanical processes, are basic to the development of the
form and the figure of an artifact. In the first place it is the consumers' demand that determines the development, i.e., the demand
of the social strata that provide the "commissions." Today this is not
a narrow circle anymore, a thin cream, but everybody, the masses.
. . . What conclusions does this imply in our field? The most important thing here is that the mode of production of words and pictures
is included in the same process: photography .... [In America] they
began to modify the relation of word and illustration in exposition in
the direct opposite of the European style. The highly developed technique of facsimile electrotype (half-tone blocks) was especially important for this development; thus photomontage was born. . . . With
our work the Revolution has achieved a colossal labor of propaganda
and enlightenment. We ripped up the traditional book into single
pages, magnified these a hundred times, . . . and stuck them up as
posters in the streets. . . . The innovation of easel painting made
great works of art possible, but it has now lost its power. The cinema
and the illustrated weekly have succeeded it. ... The book is the
most monumental art form today; no longer is it fondled by the delicate hands of a bibliophile, but seized by a hundred thousand hands.
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. . . We shall be satisfied if we can conceptualize the epic and the
lyric developments of our times in our form of the book.21
The degree to which Lissitzky focused at that time on the question of audience as a determinant of form, and on the perspective of creating conditions
for simultaneous collective reception, becomes even more obvious in the essay's
at-first surprising equation between the reading space of the printed page and
the space of dramatic experience in the theater. According to Lissitzky the page
(and its traditional layout and typography) shares conventions of confinement
with the theater - the peep-show as he calls it - where the spectator is separated
from the performers, and the spectator's gaze is contained--as in traditional
easel painting -in the central perspective of the proscenium stage. The revolutionary transformation of book design ran parallel in Lissitzky's work to the
revolution of the theatrical space, for example, as he would produce it in 1929
for Meyerhold's theater and its central, open-stage construction. Already in his
1922 book Of Two Squares(reading lessons for children, as he called it), he said
that "the action unrolls like a film" and the method of typographical montage
generates the tactility of experiencing the reader's movement through time and
space.22
This integration of the dramatic experience of theatrical/cinematographic
space and the perceptual experience of static signs of graphic/photographic
montage and typography is successfully achieved in 1928 in Lissitzky's first major exhibition project for the International Press Exhibition, Pressa, in Cologne.
Not surprisingly, we find on the first page of the catalogue that Lissitzky created to accompany the design of the USSR Pavilion the announcement, "Here
you see in a typographic kino-show the passage of the contents of the Soviet
Pavilion."23
Rather than thinking of Lissitzky's involvement with the design of exhibitions merely as a task-oriented activity that remains marginal to the central
concerns of his work (as have most authors considering these projects), it seems
more adequate to see them, along with Lissitzky's subsequent involvement
with the propaganda journal USSR in Construction,as a logical next step in the
development of his own work, as well as in the radical transformation of modernist aesthetics and art production as it had been occurring within the Soviet
avant-garde since 1921 and the rise of productivism. We have no reason to
doubt the sincerity of one of the last texts Lissitzky wrote, shortly before his
death in 1941, a table of autobiographical dates and activities, where the entry

21.
22.
23.

El Lissitzky, "Unser Buch," in El Lissitzky,pp. 357-360.
Yve-Alain Bois, "ElLissitzky: Reading Lessons,"October,
no. 11 (Winter 1979), pp. 77-96.
Lissitzky,

Katalog des Sowjet Pavilions auf der Internationalen Presse-Ausstellung, Cologne,

Dumont Verlag, 1928, p. 16.
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under the year 1926 reads, "In 1926 my most important work as an artist began: the design of exhibitions."24
In 1927 Lissitzky had been commissioned to install his first "commercial"
exhibition design in
Soviet Union, the exhibition of the Polygraphic Union,
a relatively modest project in Moscow's Gorky Park. Unlike the 1926 design for
Art Exhibitionin Dresden, or the cabinet design for
the InternationalContemporary
the Hannover Landesmuseum in 1927, this project was conceived and produced as a set for a trade show rather than an exhibition of contemporary art;
furthermore, it was the result of the collaboration of a group of artists.
Klucis, the "inventor" of photomontage, Lissitzky's colleague and disciple
from Vitebsk, where both had struggled to come to terms with the legacy of
Malevich's suprematism in 1919-20, was one of the collaborators in the project,
as was Salomon Telingater, later to emerge as one of the major figures in the
revolution of Soviet typographic design. It is in the catalogue of this exhibition
-a book design project that was jointly produced by Lissitzky and Telingater
- that we find Lissitzky's essay "The Artist in Production."
This text is not only Lissitzky's own productivist manifesto (Rodchenko
and Stepanova's text, officially entitled "Productivist Manifesto," had appeared
already in 1921, and Ossip Brik's manifesto "Into Production" had appeared in
Lefin 1923), but it is also the text in which Lissitzky develops most succinctly
his ideas about the uses of photography in general and the functions of photomontage in particular:
As a result of the social needs of our epoch and the fact that artists
acquainted themselves with new techniques, photomontageemerged in
the years following the Revolution and flourished thereafter. Even
though this technique had been used in America much earlier for advertising, and the dadaists in Europe had used it to shake up official
bourgeois art, it only served political goals in Germany. But only
here, with us, photomontage acquired a clearly socially determined
and aesthetic form. Like all other great art, it created its own laws of
formation. The power of its expression made the workers and the
Komsomol circles enthusiastic for the visual arts and it had great
influence on the billboards and newspapers. Photomontage at its
present stage of development uses finished, entire photographs as
elements from which it constructs a totality.25
Lissitzky's 1927 text not only traces an astonishingly clear history of the
technique of photomontage and its origins in advertising technology, but it also
gives us a clear view of his awareness that the functions of the technique within

24.
25.

Lissitzky, Prounund Wolkenbigel,
Dresden, VEB Verlag der Kunst, 1977, p. 115.
Lissitzky, "Der Kunstler in der Produktion,"Proun,pp. 113ff.
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the historical context of the Soviet avant-garde are entirely different from that
of the Berlin dadaists, that the technique is only valid if it is bound into the
particular needs of a social group. That is to say, he disavows photomontage as
a new artistic strategy that has value qua artistic operation and innovational
mode of representation/production. The nucleus of the inherent potential of
photomontage, that is, the production of iconic, documentary information,
already addressed in the anonymous text from Lefof 1924, is fully developed in
Lissitzky's definition of the functions of the technique in 1927: the morphology
of the products of that technique has changed substantially by comparison with
its original manifestations in 1919-23. Those features that the technique of
photomontage had inherited from its origins in collage and the cubist critique
of representation were gradually abandoned. Also abandoned was the overlap
of photomontage with the techniques of modern advertising. These techniques
seemed to have generated, in the dada context, the extreme procedures of juxtaposition and fragmentation by which the origins in advertising were inverted
and where the constructed artificiality of the artifact destroyed the mythical
nature of the commodity. This shift became apparent in the gradual return to
the iconicfunctions of the photograph, deleting altogether the indexicalpotential
of the photograph (as still visible in Lissitzky's photograms of the '20s) as well as
the actual indexical structure of the agglomerated fragments of the photomontage itself, where the network of cuts and lines of jutting edges and unmediated
transitions from fragment to fragment was as important, if not more so, as the
actual iconic representation contained within the fragment itself.
Thusfaktura, an essential feature of the modernist paradigm that underlay
the production of the Soviet avant-garde until 1923, was replaced by a new concern for the factographiccapacity of the photograph, supposedly rendering aspects of reality visible without interference or mediation. It was at this moment
-in 1924-that Rodchenko decided to abandon photomontage altogether and
to engage in single-frame still photography, which transforms montage through
the explicit choice of camera angle, the framing of vision, the determinants of
the filmic apparatus, and the camera's superiority over the conventions of human perception. In Lissitzky's essay this change is clearly indicated in the
phrase arguing that "photomontage in its present stage of development uses
finished entire photographs as elements from which it constructs a totality."
From this we see that homogeneity in the single print is favored over fragmentation, iconic representation of an absent referent is favored over the indexical
materiality of the trace of a verifiable process, tactility of the construction of incoherent surfaces and spatial references is exchanged for the monumentality of
the camera-angle's awesome visions and the technological media optimism that
it conveys. Yet while it is evident that at this moment the premises of the modernist paradigm were vacated, and that a programmatic commitment to new
audiences entirely changed the nature of artistic production, it seems no more
appropriate to neglect or condemn as propaganda Lissitzky's or Rodchenko's
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work from this period (nor their subsequent involvement with Stalin's State
Publishing House in the 1930s) than it would be to condemn certain surrealist
artists (those in particular who developed what Max Ernst was to call the technique of the "painted collage") as being responsible for providing advertising's
visual and textual strategies, operative to this very day.
Between Photomontageand Propaganda. The Pressa
Partially as a response to his first successful exhibition design in Moscow
in 1927, a committee chaired by Anatoly Lunacharsky decided to ask Lissitzky
(together with Rabinowich, who later withdrew from participation) to design
the Soviet Pavilion at the forthcoming InternationalExhibition of Newspaper and
Book Publishing in Cologne, the first exhibition of its kind. Since the decision of
the committee was made on December 23, 1927, and the exhibition was to
begin in the first week of May 1928, Lissitzky and his collaborators had four
months to plan and produce the design of the exhibition. Apparently just two
days after the committee had appointed him, Lissitzky submitted a first general
outline that foresaw the formation of a "collective of creators" with himself as the
general coordinator of the design. Among the approximately thirty-eight members of the collective, only a few, among them the stage designer Naumova, had
previously participated in exhibition design and the decoration of revolutionary
pageants.26 The largest group within the collective consisted of agitprop graphic
designers, shortly thereafter to become some of the most important graphic designers of the Soviet avant-garde. The majority of the 227 exhibits were produced and assembled in the workshops for stage design in the Lenin Hills in
Moscow. The other elements were designed in Moscow as well, but produced
and assembled in Cologne under the supervision of Lissitzky and Sergei Senkin,
who had traveled to the site of the exhibition to supervise and install the Soviet
Pavilion.
The centerpiece of the exhibition was in fact the large-scale photomontage
that Lissitzky had designed with Senkin's assistance. This photofresco,as Senkin
called it, measured approximately seventy-two by eleven feet and depicted, in
constant alternation of camera angles, of close-ups and long-shots, the history
and importance of the publishing industry in the Soviet Union since the Revolution and its role in the education of the illiterate masses of the newly industrialized state. Thus the photofresco, The Task of the Press Is the Educationof the
Masses (its official title), functioned as the centerpiece of an exhibition that was
devoted to documenting the achievements of the Revolution in the educational
field for a skeptical, if not hostile western European public.
26.
For a detailed description of the history and the procedures of the work for the Pressa exhibition design, see Igor W. Rjasanzew, "El Lissitzky und die Pressa in Koln 1928," in El Lissitzky,
exhibition catalogue, Halle (GDR), Staatliche Galerie Moritzburg, 1982, pp. 72-81.

El Lissitzky (in collaborationwith SergeiSenkin).
Photofrescoin Pressa Exhibition. 1928.
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The actual structure of the photofresco followed the strategies that Lissitzky
had laid out in the essay that accompanied the catalogue of his first exhibition
design in 1927. Large-scale photographic prints were assembled in an irregular
grid formation and the visual dynamic of the montage resulted from the juxtaposition of the various camera angles and positions, but no longer from a jagged
linear network of seams and edges of heterogeneous photographic fragments.
While the scale and size of the photomontage - it was installed on the wall
at a considerable height -aligned the work with a tradition of architectural decoration and mural painting, the sequencing of the images and their emphatic
dependence on camera technology and movement related the work to the experience of cinematic viewing, such as that of the newsreel. In their mostly enthusiastic reviews, many visitors to the Pressa exhibition actually discussed the
theatrical and cinematic aspects of the photofresco. One critic reminisces that
one went through "a drama that unfolded in time and space. One went through
expositions, climaxes, retardations, and finales."27 Reviewing both the Dresden
HygieneExhibitiondesign by Lissitzky and the Cologne Pressadesign, a less welldisposed critic still had to admit the design's affiliation with the most advanced
forms of cinematic production:
The first impression is brilliant. Excellent the technique, the arrangement, the organization, the modern way it has been constructed...
Propaganda, propaganda, that is the keynote of Soviet Russian exhibitions, whether they be in Cologne or in Dresden. And how well
the Russians know how to achieve the visual effects their films have
been showing us for years! 28
Even though Lissitzky did not meet Dziga Vertov until 1929 (inaugurating a friendship that lasted until Lissitzky's death in 1941), it is very likely that
in 1927-28 he was drawing not only upon the collage and montage sources of
cubism, dadaism, and constructivism, but equally upon the cinematic montage
techniques that Vertov had used in the first Kino-Pravda films, and used still
more daringly and systematically in his work after 1923.
In his manifesto "We," published in kinofot in 1922 and illustrated by a
compass and ruler drawing by Rodchenko from 1915, Vertov had called film
"an art of movement, its central aim being the organization of the movements
of objects in space." Hubertus Gassner speculates that this manifesto had considerable influence on Rodchenko, as well as the constructivists, and led him
away from drawing and painting into the photographic montage production
that Rodchenko published two issues later in the same journal.29 It seems,
however, that Vertov only voiced a concern that, as we saw above in several
27.
28.
29.
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instances, was very much at the center of the constructivist debate itself, to
make "construction" and "montage" the procedures that would transform the
passive, contemplative modes of seeing. Sophie Kiippers argues that it was
Vertov who learned the montage technique from Lissitzky's earliest experiments with the photogram and the photomontage, and that it was primarily
Lissitzky's transparency technique and the double exposure as photographic
montage technique that left a particularly strong impression on Vertov's own
work in the mid-1920s. Only in the later work produced by Lissitzky for the
magazine USSR in Constructioncan we recognize, according to Kiippers, the
influence of Vertov's Kino-Pravda.
In spite of the obvious parallels between the cinematographic montage
and the photomontage, and leaving aside the question of historical priority and
influence, it is important to clarify in this context the specific differences that
existed between the mural-sized photomontages and exhibition designs of
Lissitzky and the montage of Vertov's Kino-Pravda. Clearly the still photograph
and the new photomontage, as Lissitzky defined it, offered features that the
moving imagery of the film lacked: aspects of the same subject could be compared and contrasted and could be offered for extensive reading and viewing;
complicated processes of construction and social transformation could be analyzed in detailed accounts that ran parallel with statistics and other written
information; and the same subject could, as Rodchenko argued, be represented
"at different times and in different circumstances." This practice of "realistic
constructivism" as the critic Gus called Lissitzky's exhibition design, had in fact
wrought a substantial change within collage and photomontage aesthetics.
What in collage had been the strategy of contingency,by which material had
been juxtaposed, emphasizing the divergence of the fragments, had now become the stringencyof a conscious construction of documentary factographic
information.
In an excellent recent study of Russian constructivism, Christina Lodder
has argued that it was the failure of the constructivists actually to implement
their productivist program (due to shortage of materials, lack of access to industrial facilities, disinterest on the part of the engineers and administrators of
the State manufacturing companies) that drove these artists into the field of
typography, publication and poster design, agitational propaganda and exhibition design.30 The emergence of a strong antimodernism, backed by the Party
as a result of Lenin's New Economic Policy in 1921, required the return to traditional values in art and laid the foundations for the rise of socialist realism.
Lodder argues that it was as a result of these changes and as an attempt at
competition with these reactionary forces that Lissitzky's and Rodchenko's
work at that time employed iconic, photographic representation and abandoned
30.
Christina Lodder, Russian Constructivism,New Haven and London, Yale University Press,
1983.
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the radical syntax of the montage aesthetic. The problem with this criticism,
however-as with all previous rejections of the later work of Rodchenko and
Lissitzky-.is that criteria of judgment that were originally developed within
the framework of modernism are now applied to a practice of representation
that had deliberately and systematically disassociated itself from that framework in order to lay the foundations of an art production that would correspond
to the needs of a newly industrialized collective society. Because, as we have
seen, these conditions required radically different production procedures and
modes of presentation and distribution, any historical critique or evaluation
will have to develop its criteria from within the actual intentions and conditions
at the origin of these practices.
Lissitzky's exhibition design does overcome the traditional limitations of
the avant-garde practice of photomontage and reconstitutes it within the necessary conditions of simultaneous collective reception that were given in the
cinema and in architecture. Further, in his new practice of montage, Lissitzky
incorporated the method of "systematic analytical sequence," as Tretyakov was
to define it shortly afterwards. Tretyakov wrote in 1931 that the photographer/
artist should move from the single-image aesthetic to the systematic photographic sequence and the long-term observation:
If a more or less random snapshot is like an infinitely fine scale that
has been scratched from the surface of reality with the tip of the
finger, then in comparison the photoseries or the photomontage lets
us experience the extended massiveness of reality, its authentic
meaning. We build systematically. We must also photograph systematically. Sequence and long-term photographic observationthat is the method.31
Modernism'sAftermath
In spite of the fact that even the most conservative international newspapers reported enthusiastically on Lissitzky's Pressa design, and that he received a medal from the Soviet government in recognition of the success of this
project as well as having been named an honorary member of the Moscow
town Soviet, he seems to have been personally dissatisfied with the results. This
is evident in a letter that he wrote on December 26, 1928, to his Dutch friend,
the de Stijl architect J. J. P. Oud. "It was a big success for us," he mused, "but
aesthetically there is something of a poisoned satisfaction. The extreme hurry
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and the shortage of time violated my intentions and the necessary completion
of the form - so it ended up being basically a theater decoration."32
We will, however, find in neither Lissitzky's letters nor his diary entries
any private or public disavowal of or signs of regret about having abandoned
the role of the modernist artist for that of the producer of political propaganda
in the service of the new Communist state. Quite the opposite: the letters we
know Lissitzky to have written during the years of his subsequent involvement
with both the design of exhibitions for the government and his employment by
Stalin's State Publishing House on the magazine USSR in Constructionclearly
indicate that he was as enthusiastically at work in fashioning the propaganda
for Stalin's regime as were Rodchenko and Stepanova, who were at that time
involved in similar tasks. Clearly Lissitzky shared the naive utopianism that
also characterizes Walter Benjamin's later essay, an optimism that Adorno
criticized in his response to the text, saying,
Both the dialectic of the highest and the lowest [modernism and
mass-culture] bear the stigmata of capitalism, both contain elements
of change .... Both are torn halves of an integral freedom, to which
however they do not add up. It would be romantic to sacrifice one to
the other, either as the bourgeois romanticism of the conservation of
personality and all that stuff, or as the anarchistic romanticism of
blind confidence in the spontaneous power of the proletariat in the
historical process - a proletariat which is itself a product of bourgeois
society.33

But it is also clear by now that both Lissitzky's and Benjamin's media optimism prevented them from recognizing that the attempt to create conditions of
a simultaneous collective reception for the new audiences of the industrialized
state would very soon issue into the preparation of an arsenal of totalitarian,
Stalinist propaganda in the Soviet Union. What is worse, it would deliver the
aesthetics and technology of propaganda to the Italian Fascist and German Nazi
regimes. And only a little later we see the immediate consequences of Lissitzky's
new montage techniques and photofrescoes in their successful adaptation for
the ideological needs of American politics and the campaigns for the acceleration of capitalist development through consumption. Thus, what in Lissitzky's
hands had been a tool of instruction, political education, and the raising of
consciousness was rapidly transformed into an instrument for prescribing the
silence of conformity and obedience. The "consequent inrush of barbarism" of
which Adorno speaks in the letter to Benjamin as one possible result of the un-

32. Lissitzky, Proun,p. 135.
33. Theodor W. Adorno, Letter to Walter Benjamin, London, March 18, 1936, reprinted in
Aestheticsand Politics,London, New Left Books, 1977, pp. 120ff.

Gustav Klucis. Photomontageposter (two versions).
1930.

dialectical abandonment of modernism was soon to become a historical reality.
As early as 1932 we see the immediate impact of the Pressaproject in its adaption for the propaganda needs of the Fascist government in Italy. Informed by
the members of the Italian League of Rational Architecture, in particular Bardi
and Paladini (who was an expert on the art of the Soviet avant-garde), the
architect Giuseppe Terragni constructed an enormous mural-sized photomontage for the Exposition of the Fascist Revolution.34 It would

require

a detailed

formal and structural analysis to identify the transformations that took place
within photomontage aesthetics once they were put to the service of Fascist
politics. It may suffice here to bring only one detail to the attention of the
reader, a detail in which that inversion of meaning under an apparent continuity of a formal principle becomes apparent, proving that it is by no means
simply the case of an available formal strategy being refurbished with a new
political and ideological content.
34. Herta Wescher wrote in 1968 in her history of collage that P. M. Bardi'swork Tavoladegli
orrorihad been modeled upon Lissitzky's montage work published in Western journals. For
Paladini, Wescher argues, the relationship was even more direct since he had been born in
Moscow of Italian parents and had developed a strong interest in the Soviet avant-garde. In response to the exhibition of the Soviet Pavilion at the Venice Bienale in 1924, he published a study
Art in theSovietUnion(1925). See Wescher, Collage,Cologne, Dumont Verlag, 1968, pp. 76ff.

John Heartfield.All fists have been clenched as one,
photomontagecoverfor special issue againstfascism of
Arbeiter Illustrierte Zeitung, vol. XIII, no. 40,
1934.

The detail in question is the representation of the masses in Terragni's
photomural, where a crowd of people is contained in the outlines of a relief
shaped like the propeller of a turbine or a ship. Clearly it was one of the most
difficult tasks, in constructing representations for new mass audiences, not only
to establish conditions of simultaneous collective viewing, but further, actually
to construct representations of the masses themselves, to depict the collectivity.
One of the most prominent examples of this necessity is an early photomontage
poster by Klucis, which in fact seems to have been so successful that Klucis
used the same visual configuration for two different purposes.35 The subject of
35. Gustav Klucis's first version of the photomontage poster in 1930 reads, "Let us fulfill the
plan of the great projects,"and it was an encouragement to participate in the five-year plan of
1930. The second version of the poster is identical in its image of an outstretchedhand which in
itself contains a large number of outstretchedhands and an even larger number of photographic
portraits,but this time the inscriptionexhorts the women of the Soviet Union to participatein the
election and decision-makingprocess of their local soviets. This poster seems to have also had an
influence on John Heartfield, who transformedKlucis's outstretchedhand into an outstretched
arm with a fist, giving the salute of the Communist Internationalunder the slogan, "Allfists have
been clenched as one," on the cover of the AIZ, no. 40 (1934). Here, as well as in Klucis's and
Terragni's work, the image of the masses is contained in the synecdochic representation. In
Klucis's and Heartfield'sphotomontages it is, however, the synecdoche of the human body as a
sign of active participation,whereas in the Terragni montage it is the synecdocheof the machine
that subjugatesthe mass of individuals. The inscriptionin Terragni'sphotomontage mural reads
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the poster in both versions is the representation of political participation in the
decision-making processes of the new Soviet State. In Klucis's poster participation is encouraged by an outstretched hand within which hundreds of faces are
contained: thus the individuation resulting from the participation in political
decisions and subordination under the political needs of the collectivity seem to
be successfully integrated into one image. In Terragni's photomural the same
structure has been deployed; this time, however, the overall form of the outstretched hand of the voting individual is replaced by the outlines of the machine
(the propeller, the turbine) which contains the image of the masses of people.
And it is clear that the Fascist image means what it unknowingly conveys: that
the subordination of the masses under the state apparatus in the service of the
continued dominance of the political and economic interests of the industrial
ruling class has to be masked behind the image of technological progress and
mastery. Abstracted as it is, however, from the interests of those who are being
mastered, it appears as an image of anonymity and subjugation rather than
one of individual participation in the construction of a new collective.
It is significant that the principles of photomontage are completely abandoned once the technique of the photomural is employed for the propaganda
purposes of the German fascists. In the same manner that they had discovered
Eisenstein's films as a model to be copied for their purposes (Leni Riefenstahl
studied his work thoroughly for the preparation of her own propaganda movies),
they had also recognized that the achievements of the Russian artists in the
field of exhibition design could be employed to serve their needs to manipulate
the urban and rural masses of Germany during the crisis of the post-Weimar
period. When the German Werkbund, which had just been turned into a
fascist organization, put together a popular photography show in 1933 called
The Camera,the organizers explicitly compared their exhibition design with that
of the Russians (without, of course, mentioning Lissitzky's name):
If you compare this exhibition with the propaganda rooms of the
Russians that received so much attention during the last years, you
will instantly become aware of the direct, unproblematic, and truly
grandiose nature of the representation of reality in this room. These
pictures address the spectator in a much more direct manner than
the confusion of typography, photomontage, and drawings. . . . This
hall of honor is so calm and grand that one is almost embarrassed to
talk any longer about propaganda in this context.36
To erase even the last remnant of modernist practice in photomontage, the
seams and the margins where the constructed nature of reality could become
accordingly, "See how the inflammatory words of Mussolini attract the people of Italy with the
violent power of turbines and convert them to Fascism."
36.
Kemp, Foto-Essays, p. 14.
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Giuseppe Terragni. Photomontagemuralfor the

Exposition of the Fascist Revolution. 1932.

Photomuralat the German WerkbundExhibition Die
Kamera, Berlin. 1933.
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apparent - and therefore its potential for change obvious - had now become a
standard practice in totalitarian propaganda, and construction was replaced by
the awe-inspiring monumentality of the gigantic, single-image panorama.
What had once been the visual and formal incorporation of dialectics in the
structure of the montage--in its simultaneity of opposing views, its rapidly
changing angles, its unmediated transitions from part to whole- and had as
such embodied the relationship between individual and collectivity as one that
is constantly to be redefined, we now find displaced by the unified spatial perspective (often the bird's-eye-view) that travels over uninterrupted expanses
(land, fields, water, masses) and thus naturalizes the perspective of governance
and control, of the surveillance of the rulers' omnipresent eye in the metaphor
of nature as an image of a pacified social collective without history or conflict.
It remains to be determined at what point, historically as well as structurthis
reversal takes place within the practices of photomontage during the
ally,
1930s. Unification of the image and its concomitant monumentalization were
-as we saw--already operative in Lissitzky's work for the Pressa exhibition.
These tendencies were of considerable importance for the success of his enterprise. And according to Stepanova's own text, Rodchenko abandoned photomontage principles as early as 1924, replacing them by single-frame images
and/or series of single-frame images with highly informative documentary
qualities. At what point these factographic dimensions turned into the sheer
adulation of totalitarian power, however, is a question that requires future
investigation. That this point occurs within Rodchenko's work, if not also in
Lissitzky's, for the journal USSR in Constructionis a problem that modernist art
historians have tried to avoid by styling these artists as purist heroes and martyrs who had to sacrifice their commitment to the spiritual realm of abstract art
by their enforced involvement with the state. A revision of this comforting distortion of history is long overdue. It is a distortion that deprives these artistsif nothing else -of their actual political identity (their commitment to the cause
of Stalinist politics was enthusiastic and sincere and came unforced, as is evident from the fact that an artist such as Tatlin, who did not work for the state
agencies, continued to live his private, if economically miserable existence
without harassment), as it deprives us of the understanding of one of the most
profound conflicts inherent in modernism itself: that of the historical dialectic
between individual autonomy and the representation of a collectivity through
visual constructs. Clearly the history of photomontage is one of the terrains in
which this dialectic was raised to the highest degree of its contradictory forces.
Thus it is not surprising that we find the first signs of a new authoritarian
monumental aesthetic defined through the very rejection of the legacy of photomontage in favor of a new unified imagery. In 1928 Stepanova could still trace
this terrain's development through an apparently neutral political terminology
in characterizing the climax of the productivist factographic position:
Within its short life, photomontage has passed through many phases
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of development. Its first stage was characterized by the integration
of large numbers of photographs into a single composition, which
helped bring into relief individual photo images. Contrasts in photographs of various sizes and, to a lesser extent, the graphic surface
itself formed the connective medium. One might say that this kind of
montage had the character of a planar montage superimposed on
white paper ground. The subsequent development of photomontage
has confirmed the possibility of using photographs as such . . . the
individual snapshots are not fragmented and have all the characteristics of a real document. The artist himself must take up photography .... The value of the photograph itself came to assume primary
importance; the photograph is no longer raw material for montage
or for some kind of illustrated composition but has an independent
and complete totality.37
But two years later, from within the Soviet Russian reflection upon the
purposes and functions of the technique of photomontage itself we witness the
rise of that concern for the new monumentality and heroic pathos that was
the prime feature of the German fascist attack on the legacy of photomontage
quoted above. In 1930, in his text "The Social Meaning of Photomontage," the
critic O. L. Kusakov writes,
. . .the solution to the problem of the proletarian, dynamic photomontage is inherently connected to the simultaneous solution of the
question for a monumental style, since the monumentality of the tasks
of the construction of socialism requires a heroic pathos for the organization of the consciousness of the spectators. Only in a successful
synthesis of dynamics and monumentality -in conjunction with the
constitution of a dialectical relationship between the levels of lifecan photography fulfill the functions of an art that organizes and
leads life.38
Thus it seems that Babichev's original, utopian quest and prognosis for
the future functions of a postmodernist factographic art to become "an informed
analysis of the concrete tasks which social life poses," one that will "organize the
consciousness and psyche of the masses by organizing objects and ideas," had
become true within ten years' time, although in a manner that was perhaps quite
different from what he had actually hoped for. Or we could say that the latent

37.
Stepanova, "Photomontage" (1928), English translation in Alexander Rodenchenko, ed.
Elliott, pp. 91ff.
38.
0. L. Kusakov, "Die soziale Bedeutung der Fotomontage," SovetskoeFoto, Moscow, 1930,
no. 5, p. 130. Quoted from the German translation in Zwischen Revolutionskunstund Sozialistischem
Realismus, pp. 230ff.

AlexanderRodchenko.Two pagesfrom the magazine
USSR in Construction, no. 12, December1933.
(Special issue on the constructionof the Stalin Canal.)

reads:In the course
Overprinted
captionin photograph
of 20 months almost 20,000 skilled workmen were
trained in 40 trades. They were all ex-thieves,
bandits, kulaks, wreckers, murderers. For the first
time they became conscious of the poetry of labor,
the romance of constructionwork. They worked to
the music of their own orchestras.
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element of social engineering, inherent in the notion of social progress as a
result of technological development which art could mediate, had finally caught
up with modernism's orientation toward science and technology as its underlying paradigms for a cognitively and perceptually emancipatory practice.
This historical dialectic seems to have come full circle in Rodchenko's
career. In 1931 he worked as artist-in-residence on the site of the construction
of the White Sea Canal in order to document the heroic technological achievements of the Stalin government and to produce a volume of photographic records. But apparently in the first year alone of his stay more than 100,000 workers
lost their lives due to inhuman working conditions. While it is unimaginable
that Rodchenko would not have been aware of the conditions that he photographed for almost two years, his subsequent publications on the subject only
project a grandiose vision of nature harnassed by technology and the criminal
and hedonistic impulses of the prerevolutionary and counterrevolutionary personality mastered through the process of reeducation in the forced labor camps
of the White Sea Canal.39
While it is undoubtedly clear that at this time Rodchenko did not have
any other choice than to comply with the interest of the State Publishing House
if he wanted to maintain his role as an artist who participated actively in the
construction of the new Soviet society (and we have no reason to doubt this to
be his primary motive), we have to say at least that by 1931 the goals of factography had clearly been abandoned.
However, the contempt meted out from a Western perspective at the fate
of modernist photomontage and factographic practice in the Soviet Union during the 1930s or at its transformation into totalitarian propaganda in fascist
Italy and Germany seems historically inappropriate. For the technique was
adapted to the specifically American needs of ideological deployment at the
very same moment. Once again, the tradition of photomontage itself had first
to be attacked in order to clear the ground for the new needs of the monumental
propaganda machines. Here is Edward Steichen's American variation on the
theme of an antimodernist backlash in favor of his version of a "productivist"
integration of art and commerce in 1931:
The modern European photographer has not liberated himself as
definitely [as the American commercial photographer]. He still imitated his friend, the painter, with the so-called photomontage. He

39.
Gassner makes a first attempt at assessing these facts with regard to Rodchenko's career at
large in his doctoral thesis on the artist, Rodchenko-Fotografien,especially pp. 104ff, and n. 475.
The problem is, however, that he seems to base his information on the working conditions at the
White Sea Canal and the number of victims on the "testimony" of Alexander Solzhnytsyn's writings, clearly a source that would have to be quoted with extreme caution in a historical study.
The main work on Lissitzky's, Rodchenko's, and Stepanova's collaboration with Stalin's State
Publishing House remains to be done.
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has merely chosen the modernpainter as his prototype. We have gone
well past the painful period of combining and tricking the banal
commercial photograph. ... It is logical therefore that we find many
modern photographers lined up with architects and designers instead of with painters or photographic art salons.40
Ten years later Steichen staged his first project at the Museum of Modern
Art, the exhibition Road to Victory.Once again its propagandistic success depended almost entirely, as Christopher Phillips has shown, on a debased and
falsified version of Lissitzky's exhibition designs.41 In this case it was Herbert
Bayer who provided American industry and ideology with what he thought
Lissitzky's ideas and practice had attempted to achieve. Bayer was well suited
to this task, having already prepared an elaborate photomontage brochure for
the National Socialists' DeutschlandAusstellung of 1936, staged to coincide with
the Berlin Olympics. When asked by Christopher Phillips about his contribution to this project for the Nazis, Bayer's only comment was, "This is an interesting booklet insofar as it was done exclusively with photography and photomontage, and was printed in a duotone technique."42 Thus, at the cross-section
of politically emancipatory productivist aesthetics and the transformation of
modernist montage aesthetics into an instrument of mass education and enlightenment, we find not only its imminent transformation into totalitarian
propaganda, but also its successful adaptation for the needs of the ideological
apparatus of the culture industry of Western capitalism.

40.
Edward Steichen, "Commercial Photography," Annual of AmericanDesign, New York, 1931,
p. 159.
41.
Christopher Phillips, "The Judgment Seat of Photography," October,no. 22 (Fall 1982),
pp. 27ff, provides detailed information on Steichen's history and practice of exhibition design at
the Museum of Modern Art in New York. Allan Sekula's essay, "The Traffic in Photographs"
(reprinted in Modernismand Modernity, Halifax, The Press of the Nova Scotia College of Art and
Design, 1983), gives us the best discussion of the Family of Man exhibition by Steichen and also
touches upon the issues of exhibition design in general.
42.
I am grateful to Christopher Phillips for providing me with this information and for his
permission to quote from his private correspondence with Herbert Bayer, as well as for his lending me the brochure itself. DeutschlandAusstellung 1936 was also published as an insert in the design magazine Gebrauchsgraphik,April 1936.

HerbertBayer. Photomuralfor Edward Steichen's
exhibitionRoad to Victory at the Museum of Modern
Art, New York. 1942.

HerbertBayer. Photomontageforbrochureaccompanying
theexhibitionDeutschland Ausstellung, Berlin. 1936.

